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141.The market for computers and all related goods has

145.William Wordsworth was a poet of nature, and had

been ---- rapidly in recent years.

the special ---- to throw charm over ordinary things.

A) reaching

A) ability

B) expanding

B) verse

C) exploring

C) topic

D) exceeding

D) admiration

E) disturbing

E) illusion

142.The company is not only looking for well- qualified

146.No one knows for certain when the first Anglo-

people; it also wants them to be ---- about their work.

Saxon settlements were made in Britain, but it is ----

A) enthusiastic

that some of them at any rate were founded about the

B) comprehensive

middle of the fifth century A.D.

C) relevant

A) temporary

D) indifferent

B) vital

E) convenient

C) probable
D) contemporary

143.They still haven’t come to an ---- about which play

E) urgent

they are going to put on next term.
A) opinion

147.James Joyce was born and educated in Ireland but

B) assessment

spent most of his ---- life in Europe, mainly in France,

C) appointment

Italy and Switzerland.

D) agreement

A) superficial

E) event

B) adult
C) competitive

144.I met your father once years ago, but I can ---

D) coherent

remember him.

E) precise

A) hardly
B) enormously

148.Frederick Taylor is ---- known as the founder of the

C) extremely

scientific management movement.

D) immensely

A) alternatively

E) simultaneously

B) fluently
C) hopefully
D) widely
E) sensitively
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149.The tourists had intended to walk along the coast to

153.Geologists have ---- that Africa was once warmer

the next town but were ---- from doing so by the stormy

and wetter than it is today.

weather.

A) explored

A) deceived

B) discovered

B) inﬂuenced

C) surveyed

C) compelled

D) searched

D) encouraged

E) experimented

E) prevented
154.Australia which is normally a grains exporting
150.All teenagers have ----; the problem is to teach

country has started importing wheat and corn to meet a

them to exploit it to the best advantage.

shortage resulting from a ----

A) destiny

drought.

B) compulsion

A) widespread

C) potential

B) hostile

D) preference

C) sustainable

E) significance

D) secular
E) restrictive

151.Have they come to a ---- yet on whether to move to
Izmir or stay in Antalya?

155.Ager decades of speculation, astronomers now have

A) disturbance

fairly ---- information on concerning the basic features

B) suggestion

of our universe.

C) reversal

A) desperate

D) conﬂict

B) preventative

E) decision

C) reluctant
D) accurate

152.Ireland is in the Atlantic Ocean and ---- from Great

E) respective

Britain by the Irish Sea.
A) established
B) occupied
C) placed
D) inhabited
E) separated
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156.The meridians are ---- counted from the meridian of

160.The ﬁrst ---- of Australia were the Aborigines, who

the observatory of Greenwich, in England, which is

migrated there at least 40,000 years ago from Southeast

called the zero meridian.

Asia.

A) traditionally

A) inhabitants

B) suitably

B) guests

C) previously

C) population

D) notably

D) citizens

E) markedly

E) troops

157.Finland, which is three times the size of Ohio, is
---- forested and contains thousands of lakes, numerous

Cevap Anahtarı
141 B

rivers and extensive areas of marshland.

142 A

A) mutually

143 D

B) exactly

144 A

C) heavily

145 A

D) currently

146 C

E) profoundly

147 B
148 D

158.The religion of the Hittites was based upon --of a

149 E

sun goddess and a storm god.

150 C
151 E

A) wonder

152 E

B) invention

153 B

C) survival

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

154 A

D) worship

155 D

E) display

156 A
157 C

159.The success of the classical record industry is
largely due to the high quality of the ----.
A) descriptions

158 D
159 E
160 A

B) audiences
C) sales
D) articles
E) products
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